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What this is 
Recent purchase of a Linhof Techno inspired this writeup sharing some details of the camera. 
selection. Many people have helped give advise in this quest, and thanks to them all. This 
article should be considered in conjunction with another fine review of the Techno written by 
Anders Torger (Review: Linhof Techno). As a general description of the camera is provided 
there, this article addresses some other nuances of the camera. 

1.! General overview

The Techno is a small view camera made by Linhof of Germany. It is derived from their 679 view 
camera with some modifications and features geared controls for more precise use with digital 
backs. Its particular construction is different from other cameras in this class. The other two 
other types of cameras with movements for digital backs are typically either “pancake” type 
cameras with rigidly-held front and rear flat plates with limited movements or fully adjustable 
monorail-based view cameras. A brief overview of these other options is provided at the end of 
these notes.  

The Techno differs significantly from both these camera types. It is built quite differently, and 
represents a more conservative approach to the use of the camera, mindful of how view 
cameras have been used for many years before. The camera construction starts with a massive 
rear housing to provides overall stability, and from that is an  an extendable track, like the 
Technika, allowing use of lenses from 23 to 250 mm. At the front of the track is mounted the 
Techno’s complex front standard assembly, where all the front movements are consolidated. 
Focus is traditional, controlled by a knob with geared movement. Easy to setup, the Techno is 
aimed for the digital back user who wants a field camera with movements. 

To understand its development, it is worth reviewing Linhof’s approach to their model line over 
its long history. They have made many different view cameras (Technica, Kardan, Technikardan, 
70, etc), but each has also been carefully tweaked to meet specific usage patterns. Linhof has 
always made tailored their cameras for reportage, aviation, or other specialized uses, so making 
small production runs is familiar. The Techno fits this modus operandi, with its rear mounts from 
the 679, front lens boards from their Technika. Linhof have been been mixing and matching 
cleverly for years. 
  
Their cameras are typically well built - if anything, they are overbuilt and a bit heavy. The 
camera functions are readily located and controlling knobs fall well to hand. A view camera user 
often works by feel, from the back of the camera, and this is easily done with the Techno, a 
detail not quite so apparent in some of the other cameras mentioned above. 

Most of the Techno’s movements are gathered at the front lens standard, where shifting, tilt, 
swing, rise are all controlled. Tilt and swing are limited to 10º each, plenty for digital, but 
somewhat limited for macro work. Front shifting is only about 10 mm to each side, again 
adequate but not overly generous, and fine if the camera is used with a stitching back. The front 
shift is limited for stitching - rather to be used for composition. The rear standard has only one 
movement, rise and fall, to allow for “built in” vertical stitching. With precise but slow gearing, the 
movement is internal to the massive rear mount, with no chance for mis-alignment. 

http://www.ludd.ltu.se/~torger/photography/linhof-techno-review.html
http://www.ludd.ltu.se/~torger/photography/linhof-techno-review.html


2.! Making a decision 

The decision to get a Techno took quite some time. First efforts started with study of the 
pancake cameras, and only slowly evolved to use of a view camera. After looking at all the 
options, the first “cash out” step was to try using an existing digital back (the anchor of this) on a 
4x5 wooden view camera with a sliding back adapter. If it worked, fine. If not, the sliding back 
could be reconfigured for any one of a number of different combinations, and at worst, could be 
resold. The key questions were if the work flow with a view camera be acceptable, and the 
usefulness of movements prove worthwhile? What about focusing with the ground glass - would 
it be possible? 

Initial fears about focusing were put to rest: focus off the GG was workable, especially for the 90 
mm. For shorter distances, say 8-10’, focus was trickier. There was a very shallow DOF even at 
f16 or f22, but with most  work done at longer distances, this was not an issue. 

But the much beloved 4x5 wooden view camera was not a good choice for the sliding back. 
While sharp photos could be taken, there was too much movement and reparable and precise 
settings were not possible. So too, the sliding back relocates the focusing plane back about 15 
mm to give the GG room to slide. While this had no impact on the 90 mm lens, another lens, a 
Schneider 58 mm SA XL, would not focus to infinity, even with a recessed lens mount. 

This experiment provided a glimpse into the world of full movements with a digital back: this was 
very attractive and it took little time to order the Techno. While it is a camera for very specialized 
use and not inexpensive, this decision was firm as the direction to go. 

The Techno had been seen briefly only once before. Upon receiving it, the impressions were still 
that this was a very well made camera. It was a delight to study the extensive use of brass and 
aluminum throughout, with the controls and fittings all top tier. Of equal interest was its size, as 
the Techno sits strangely between being both big and small. It has the capabilities of a big 
camera, but is without a handle or strap. It is not to handhold, yet it is small enough to fit in the 
hand.
 
In some way, all the digitally-based tech cameras (including the pancakes) are rigid and 
massively built, now these precise instruments represent a different kind of camera for today. It 
is interesting to see them as upgrades of the stalwarts of the film era: consider our older 
favorites - the classic Leica M rangefinder, the medium format Hassy V, and a view camera such 
as the Technika. Each of these has been remade for today’s technologies, and changed. Could  
the Techno be the digital version of the Technika, the classic view camera?  

3.! Portability

One initial goal was for a camera with movements that could be easily taken into the field. Initial 
interest was in the pancake cameras, but over time this shifted more was learned about the 
actual cameras as fully configured and held in the hand: first, the most portable cameras with 
movements, the Alpas, only have movements in one direction. That is not an advantage if one 
wants to use both for rise and stitching, which is my preference. The other pancake cameras, 
such as the Arca and Cambo, have movements in two directions, but are not so readily 
handheld, best used on tripods. While easy to set up, their shape is slightly awkward, with bits 
that can catch coming in and out of a bag, and they seem best suited to a backpack. When fully 



assembled, they are not particularly light either. Some have used these cameras well handheld, 
so its not like this is an absolutely certain conclusion, but to me, it seemed by time all was taken 
into account, the “handholdability” of the pancake camera (with movements) was less likely than 
first thought. 

The Techno is only suitable for tripod use and in this way is less portable than the pancake 
cameras. However, it fits nicely in a modestly sized backpack with a digital back and a couple of 
lenses. Its not heavy and can be carried about on a tripod a good distance.

4.! Sliding back and stitching

Some people stitch by simply making a panorama with their camera, rotating (hopefully) around 
the nodal point of the lens. The other way to stitch is by keeping the camera fixed, and moving 
the digital back on the camera. This is a more precise way to stitch, and has no changes to the 
viewpoint across the picture, a desired feature.

The Techno allows for vertical stitching through rise and fall on the back. With limited side 
movements only available at the front lens standard, horizontal stitching is best done through 
use of a stitching back. Such a back mounts the digital back so that it can be positioned at 
several points across the back of the camera, allowing full use of the image circle of the view 
camera lens. As the camera is based on a 6x9 film size, there is plenty of room for horizontal (or 
vertical) stitching. 

Linhof makes two sliding backs that can be used for stitching. Their first one is a very rigid back, 
quite large (40 cm long), made of 1/8” or thicker aluminum plate. They also make a smaller one, 
but it cannot accept the AFI mount (which is what I have) and was not considered. Silvestri and 
Kapture Group make a similar back which can take an AFI mount. The Kapture Group one is 
better known and was selected for use, and Keith there was very helpful. 

User feedback on stitching backs is hard to come by. First impressions of the Kapture Group 
back were very good: it is well made, carefully designed, and simple to use. In fact, within 10 
minutes of mounting it, making stitched shots was possible. Attached to the main body with four 
screws is a plate for your camera’s rear mount, and is interchangeable. 

The sliding plate contains both a GG for viewing on the left side, and the digital back mounts on 
the right side. This plate slides on teflon strips in alum grooves on top of the back’s main body. 
Behind it is also mounted an internal moving lightshield (for extreme movements) which does its 
job as needed. 

The setup works fine: photographs taken aligned nicely and easily in PS. Stitching both 
horizontally (using the sliding back) or vertically (with the rear rise movement on the Techno) 
work well, without any seam lines in stitched images. There is a slight bottom and top edge 
variation from one picture to another, possibly due to some tolerances, but quite minor.

Kapture Group makes a fitting plate to attach to your digital back, and for the AFI back, this is 
particularly well made. It is released with a small push latch at the bottom and is quite secure. 
As fitting plates are available for different backs, one can change at any point, or even attach a 
Hassy V film magazine, simply by getting a different fitting plate.
 



The fitting plate fits into a recessed opening in the sliding back and is held with a large spring-
loaded latch. In daily and careful use, it works fine. A locking mechanism would be welcome, 
just in case there are any sudden movements (such as turning the camera on its side to adjust 
the tripod), dislodging the digital back. This confirms that the sliding back is better suited for 
stationary use, with limited movements. One can happily wander with it on the camera for say 
100-200 yards, but for longer hikes, with the camera over the shoulder, the stitching back should 
be removed. Keith at Kapture Group mentioned some users secure the digital back to their 
sliding back with velcro straps or rubber bands when moving the camera around in the field. I 
got used to moving the camera setup around holding it upright, with modest movements.     

If one foregoes the sliding back, the digital back can be attached directly to the camera via a 
Linhof plate. While one could use a separate GG for composition and focusing, then install the 
digital back, that allows more opportunity for dust and accidents. Alternatively, in this new era of 
“free digital shots”, another option emerges: many shooters are foregoing the GG entirely and 
attach the digital back directly to the camera. Composition is done either by experience, or 
another tool (viewer, Iphone), focusing hyperfocally. On the Linhof, this can work for the 
landscape photographer with good DOF and distant scenes. 

One of the more interesting features of a stitching back is that format can be altered on the fly. 
A selection is available on the Kapture Group back (3 way) in different proportions, from 
squarish to exaggerated panoramas. With this, the need for an extreme wide angle lens, such 
as an expensive 43 mm, is lessened, as stitching with a 58 mm lens gives broad coverage. 
Although more post-processing work is required, flexibility is gained.

Accurate focusing requires that the focus plane and the sensor be in the same plane, and this 
seemed to be the case with the sliding back. It is possible to tweak the digital back and move it 
a bit if one tries, but in daily operation, the alignments seemed correct, and shots were in focus 
(again, using f16). In order to provide room for the sliding back, the focus plane is about 12 mm 
further back, and a 23 mm lens would be questionable with this setup (perhaps with a recessed 
board tho), although a 35 mm lens will work fine with the Kapture Group back on the Techno. 
You can always go back to direct mounting of the digital back on the camera. And a 58 mm lens 
with the sliding back requires the wide-angle bellows. 

5.! Parallelism

One critical question to be raised concerns the lens location in relation to the digital back. While 
the back of the camera is massively rigid, is the movable front standard secure?  This question 
is moot with the pancake cameras, with their rigid lens mounts. Their two metal plates, held 
close and locked in for parallelism, is superior, with fewer variables and less movements, readily  
maintaining critical alignments. But this control comes with limitations. How does the Techno 
fare in comparison? 

The Techno’s front standard is a derivation of the Technika, but its movements are all gear 
driven, controlled by small knobs; the mounting is massive, the gearing hidden away from the 
elements. The base mounting for the front standard is very secure. There are locking levers for 
focus, tilt and swing, with the last two having zero-detents, although, as noted by others, the 
indicator marks seem a bit less than perfect. While the bottom construction is massive, the top 
of the standard is pretty well secured, although it can be moved with a push. Only abusive force 



would keep it out of place. In short, there is no reason for concern here: the front standard is 
strong, stays in place, is carefully controlled. Shots to date show no issues whatsoever.

6.! Old lens capability

One of the advantages of the Techno is the easy mounting of lenses. It allows for simple 
changing of lensboards on the fly. Unsure of which lenses would ultimately be of interest, easy 
access to the large world of used high quality large format lenses was appealing. Two lenses 
were already on hand: a Rodenstock 90 Grandagon and a Schneider 58 Super Angulon XL. 
Many people advised that these lenses wouldn’t ultimately be good enough for work with the 
Leaf back (33 mp, AFI II 7) and that newer lenses would be needed.  

Testing of the lenses revealed interesting results. First use of the 90 Grandagon (street value 
about $250) showed decent center resolution, not too shabby for prints up to a moderate size, 
say 13x19. A newer Rodenstock 90 HRW clearly had superior tonality, although center 
sharpness (stepped down to f16) was not so different. Incidentally, the 90 HRW was compared 
to a twenty year old Schneider 90 f4 Rollei lens, which held up very well. 

The 58 XL was compared to a Schneider 60 mm Curtagon (Rollei family). Again, center 
resolution was fine, and the two lenses were practically indistinguishable but the 58mm showed 
some loss of sharpness on the edges.  However, the 58 XL is quite usable for single shots using 
the middle of the lens circle, acceptable with the 50% rule for pixel peeping. 

The original intention was to use the older lenses, but stitching uses most of the lens circle and 
the limits of the older lenses has become apparent. You can upgrade LF lenses moderately, if 
one avoids the “latest and greatest”, careful shopping can yield good used lenses for modest 
upgrade prices. Its much simpler when the lens mounts can be changed so simply. 

7.! Use of the ground glass

One of the advantages of a sliding back is the use of the ground glass for composition and 
focus. The KG back has a Maxwell screen, and it is very bright. Keith at KG recommends a 
small Hoodman viewing loupe which nicely screens out distraction and makes viewing rather 
easy, but the screen is so bright that it is possible to use it without any viewing devices, and the 
occasional use of the hand for screening. 

While some are comfortable using viewfinders, my preference is to see exactly what is being 
shot on the ground glass. Much pleasure comes from careful composition and seeing the real 
image with frame lines is key. The stitching back fits into the thoughtful shooting sequence, 
which goes like this: first, something catches the eye; then you hunt for the location for the shot, 
set up the camera and level it; then work the composition, using the camera’s movements to get 
the image well placed; choose the format - either one shot or several, by proportion - squarish 
or longish? With horizontal orientation and three way stitching, an image can be as wide as 3:1.  
Making the selection on on the GG is a rewarding addition to the work flow. 

Can adequate focus be gotten from the GG? Anders Torger’s review went into much detail on 
this matter and concluded it was possible, but required use of a high magnification loupe. One 
of the advantages of the 33 mp larger pixel back is that diffraction isn’t so much of an issue, and 
shooting landscapes at f16 is possible with more DOF. It is possible to make minor field 



adjustments simply by moving the focus knob about 1/16 - 1/8” of an inch, and reshooting; else 
its , its back to using a loupe on the GG to focus. While finer adjustments would be better, the 
setup was workable, checked by chimping. Bring spare batteries. 

8.! Field issues

Fully closed up, the Techno is rather small, about 7” x 8” x 4 1/2” high when placed flat, about 
the same size as a folded Technika. Intended for the field, it is best carried in a backpack or a 
secure pack, and take some care when traveling. it is robust, but has several protruding knobs. 
The camera should be stored with some care, not to be thrown around, better placed securely in 
a backpack or case, not too loosely stored in a side bag. The front standard slides out on the 
focusing track on an extendable rail, where infinity stops can be fitted for different lenses, 
allowing a knowledgeable shooter to quickly setup his camera for landscapes. When stored, the 
front lens standard retracts deep into the camera and it can be stored with lens on.

Digitally-oriented tech cameras (including the pancakes) are fabricated with generous amounts 
of milled aluminum and none are particularly light, once one figures in the digital back. Lenses 
are typically small, so taking a couple of different lengths is easy enough. One Techno user 
travels with a big 40 and a very small 120 as his combination.  A complete setup with a couple 
of lenses and some batteries weighs in at ___, plus tripod and head. 

The biggest field issue has to do with the sliding back and mounting the digital back. The 
arrangement is a successful one, but not one that can be slung over the shoulder and carried 
any great distance. For short distances, say 50 yards, you can pickup the tripod, camera with 
back attached and carry it. Rubber bands to hold the back on help too. For longer distances, the 
best answer is to take off the sliding back and store it in some small carrier, to be remounted for 
the new shot. While the sliding back covers the sensor, it seems that dust can get in, so 
cleanliness, and field blow-cleaning is part of the routine. 

9.! Personal Satisfaction

As should be clear by now, the decision to get the Techno has been a mixed combination of 
some thoughtful investigation and a willingness to choose a camera for some other reasons. 
Having started a quest for a highly portable camera with movements, it surely is a bit odd to 
have concluded with the least portable one considered. But sometimes things unfold that way. 

Many people provided advice. One of the best correspondances was with Paul Gresham, 
another Techno user met through email. I wrote that: “The other part of this is the "take me by 
the nose and lets see where it goes" aspect. I have the feeling that the flexibility and usability of 
the Techno with the Leaf back will take me places I haven't been before."

He responded: “This really sums up the differences between a field camera and the pancake 
tech cams. A lot of tech cam users come in from the other direction, moving from small or 
medium format and cannot tolerate the more considered approach. The strength of the tech 
cam is it is relatively quick to work with and get very high quality results. I think this is what pros 
appreciate, all have to work under considerable time pressure. For others coming up from a 
DSLR it's also not such a big leap. So I can see why the tech cams are popular, it's also why I 
went down that path initially. 



If you're used to the flexibility of a field camera, you might struggle with an Alpa. The Techno is 
a very very fine field camera. The pancake cameras are limited, but are much quicker to work 
with. I think their typical usage is architecture where tilts are often not possible (especially 
interiors) and shifts are the key movement used. 

There are a few gotcha's that you need to work through with the Techno (don't pull the Cokin 
filters out upwards on light lenses is one example) and it does take a bit of practice with the 
focus even coming from the 4x5. The Techno does pack up pretty small and doesn't feel any 
heavier than the Alpa bag I used to haul around. For creative photography, I think the Techno 
can offer a lot.”

10.! Conclusion

The Techno is a camera made for a specific application: it is a flexible field camera, made for 
digital use, tripod mounting, for the user who wants the features of a traditional view camera, 
and the rigidity necessary for precise digital work. And it delivers these features right on target. 
Not to be ignored is the Techno’s charm -  its a traditional view camera for the digital era. 
 
A few quibbles: it would be nice to have a bigger focus knob, to allow finer adjustment, as well 
as some indicator strips on the focus rails. More side shift would be an improvement, for more 
movements if one wanted to lens stitch with a fixed back. Indication of the amount of front rise 
would be nice, but its hard to figure out how could be done, and with the back movements, its 
not necessary. Faster gearing for the back rise and fall would also be nice. But with its limited 
production run (much less than 1,000 units), the camera is quite well designed and well 
executed. 

The camera’s simplicity, similarity to traditional view cameras, its simple controls (knobs) and 
overall flexibility are its strong points. It has an advantage over pancake cameras in that you can 
"do whatever you want" with the camera, even explore new things you hadn’t thought of before. 
The camera is a “tweener”, working between the simpler and restrictive pancake cameras and 
the more flexible studio-based full movement view cameras. 

The Techno either meets your needs or not. It offers comprehensive camera movements, 
flexibility and control in a digital work flow, which meets my needs very nicely. Working as a 
serious amateur photographer for more than 40 years, this camera has quickly become a most 
exciting addition to the toolbox. It will take some time to get used to, but promises to be a good 
partner for many years ahead.



Appendix
Other cameras with movements that use medium format digital backs include pancake type 
cameras and view cameras. These are briefly discussed below: 

Pancakes 

The “pancake” type cameras is constructed with two heavy alum plates held precisely parallel, 
accepting lenses and digital backs. Movements are typically only sideways or up/down on roller 
bearings. For focus, lenses are fitted into a helical mount by the factory, and locked into the front 
plate, to assure precise alignment of the lens to the digital back’s sensor. Composition is often 
done by viewfinder, and focus is dialed in, with use of live view or a distance meter. These 
cameras are relatively easy to set up, and quick to use, and are best suited for landscape or 
architectural photography. The following were alternatives to the Techno, considered as 
candidates for a camera that provided movements and usable in the field:

• Alpa makes several different models, but two were considered: their older SWA and their 
smaller STC. The SWA is best used for vertical movements (rise/fall), their more compact STC  
is designed for horizontal stitching. Both can be readily turned on their side (or upside down), 
simultaneous movements in both directions (rise and shift) are not possible. Their system is 
modular with many available accessories, but each change requires additional purchases. 
The Alpa SWA seems like the best camera for handholding, but a fully fitted camera with the 
digital back can weigh around 4-6 pounds, limiting its walkaround capabilities. 

• Arca Swiss cameras are centered around their special helical lens mounting system, part of a 
very coordinated and easy to use system to get precise focus. Best known for their Rm3Di is 
their best known camera, and has with geared movements in both directions, with built-in tilt 
through movement of one edge of the lens board. The viewfinder is equipped with a sliding 
mask to provide quick visualization of shift and rise. Their lens mountings are also fully 
compatible with their view cameras. 

• Cambo’s WRS is a simpler flexible system with gear driven movements in both directions.Tilt 
is available with an accessory mounting. Third party lenses are installed by Cambo into their 
helical mounts, although they will mount your lenses. The workmanlike and practical qualities 
of the Cambo have made it a favorite of many Forum users.

• Two other pancake cameras were considered, the Silvestri Bi-cam and the Sinar. The Silvestri 
has been recently redone and offers movements in both direction, the option of helical mounts 
or a small add-on bellows attachment for more movements. It is a clever system, perhaps 
useful, but was not seen in person. Sinar has put forth a new model, their lan-Tec, very 
attractive and quite similar to the Cambo. While it looks very well executed, there is practically 
no US presence for Sinar. Both of these are similar to the other pancake cameras in that they 
require lenses in special mounts.   

View Cameras

Traditional-style view cameras have been made for many years by Linhof, Arca, and Sinar, 
among others. They have typically made a version based on their 6x9 studio cameras but 



modified for use with digital backs. These cameras feature geared movements and very precise 
location of the front and rear standards and are primarily used in the studio for those needing 
full movements. One of the earliest digitally-oriented view cameras was Rollei’s X-Act 2, but the 
two of note today are Linhof’s 679 and Arca’s M line 2. The Arca was suggested as an 
alternative to the Techno, as it is compact enough to be taken into the field.

Of the older and larger view cameras, the metal ones are typically more robust and better suited 
for digital backs, however it is possible to use the wooden cameras as well. They can be used in 
one of three ways:

- a graflok adapter for the digital back can directly mount to the view camera - a friend is 
mounting his Leaf AFI 12 back to a Linhof Technika this way. The Technika has rangefinder 
focusing, which may make for an interesting combination. 

- the sliding backs from KG and Silvestri can be fitted with mounts for view cameras, allowing 
the setup reported above to be mounted on a 4x5 camera. KG makes both a 3 way stitching 
back giving wide shots, but also an 8 way stitching back to cover more of the view camera 
viewing area of a 4x5 camera. These backs are not inexpensive, but more importantly, stitching 
the shots together requires that the camera not move while the different shots are taken. It 
might be worth considering with a low cost older digital back, but a single shot on a high 
resolution back is an easier solution.
 
- there is a “stitching back” made by a small group in NY that is fitted to your existing view 
camera, and through a combination of rotation and flipping, gets four shots from the back which 
can then be stitched together. The advantage of this over the sliding back is that the stitching 
back is simply fitted to the camera and puts less side load (torque) on the view camera, allowing 
the wooden cameras a better chance. 

Other solutions

For those looking for faster and simpler solutions, use of a tilt/shift lens on an SLR is an 
attractive option. Many have found that the Canon or Nikon system provides a good 
compromise in terms of quality, cost, complexity and automation. I have found that approach too 
limiting and the gear impedes my thinking processes, but the simplicity of that work flow is 
certainly compelling. For those seeking movements on their medium format cameras, a couple 
of possible other answers:
 
• Hassy presently makes an adapter for their lenses to provide movements, but it has a 

multiplier effect, making wide angle lenses into regular ones. 
• Rollei had a Schneider 55 PCS lens in their lineup some years ago, with movements in both 

directions, and some modest tilt, keeping all the automatic functions of the camera. Based on 
an earlier version made for Bronica, it was sharp enough at full shift at f16; however, this is a 
large lens, weighing about 3-4 lbs. Service for this lens is not readily available.  

• Mamiya RB67 has some movements; adapters are still available for this camera. 
• Adapters are made for fitting MF lenses on DSLR’s and getting movements, especially tilt, but 

I have no experience with them. 
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